WHO WE ARE
- Global systems and process company
- Expertise in oil, gas, water and power
- Over 60 years of proven operational success

WHERE WE ARE
- Operations in over 30 countries
- Regionally focused, locally aligned

WHAT WE DO
- Integrated project solutions
- Design, Build, Own, Operate and Maintain hydrocarbon processing and treating facilities
- Aftermarket services

OUR CAPABILITIES
- Design and engineering excellence
- Project management and construction
- Turnkey facilities and operations

GAS PROCESSING COMPLEX
Scalable Solutions for Rapidly Growing Hydrocarbon Production Regions

Customer Challenges/Requirements:
- Scalable, modular design to match rapid production growth in key onshore basin
- Site access difficult due to remote location and challenging topography
- Long-term, capable partner to ensure continuity of future train deliveries

DESIGN AND BUILD SCHEDULE

Exterran Solutions:
- Facility design based on standardized C200 cryogenic plant
- Provided BOP engineering and all processing equipment
- Delivered Train 1 in approximately 15 months from concept to commission
- Plan to deliver additional trains as required by area production growth

1.8 BCFD IN 5 YEARS
Operational Timeline

Results:
- Exterran has delivered 9 trains with a processing capacity of over 1.8 BCFD as of Q4 2017
- Trains 10 and 11 are in the construction phase and will be operational in Q3 and Q4 2018, respectively
- The complex is expected to be the largest processing facility in North America by year end 2018 (2.2 BCFD, nameplate capacity)

For more information, contact Exterran at sales@exterran.com
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